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Absrract- An electret accelerometer was designed which can
easi& be integrated with piezoelectric actuators in order to
actively control sub-audio vibrrrhons.

I. INTRODUCTION:

Electrets are employed in nearly ninety percent of
commercial microphones.' This technology can be adapted
to the manufacture of thin (4
mm thick) transducers which
are well suited to the measurement of low-fi-equency
vibrations. Specifically, we are integrating these acceleration
sensors with piezoelectric bimorph actuators made from
polyvinylidene fluoride.
11. MOTIVATION

Commercially available accelerometers tend to be relatively
h c k (> 1 mm), due to their encapsulation of a test mass.
We sought to eliminate this excess bulk by using the mass of
the object which one seeks to isolate ftom vibration as a
replacement for the encapsulated mass found in most
accelerometers. This replacement is valid as long as the
controlled mass both lacks excited internal degrees of freedom
and remains constant. The first criterion will hold as long as
the controlled mass has been effectively isolated from
vibrations for a duration long compared to the inverse of the
damping parameter. The second criterion holds as long as
the controlled mass is encapsulated so that evaporation from
the controlled mass cannot occur. Eliminating test masses
also allows one to eliminate the rigid containers needed to
contain them.
Many commercial accelerometers have unnecessarily hgh
resonant frequencies, reducing their sensitivity at the low
frequencies which remain after passive damping of vibration
by viscoelastic materials.
The most important criterion which is not met by
currentty available accelerometers,however, is the prohibitive
cost of deploying arrays of accelerometers, which are
necessary for correcting for local variations in acceleration
across the boundary between the vibrationcontrolling
material and the controlled mass.
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111. DESIGN
Our accelerometer consists of a circuit board with a hghimpedance operational amphfier (Analog Devices AD745) on
one side and with two adjacent grounded sections, each
measuring 10 mm by 5 mm, etched onto the other side. On
top of these grounded sections is laid an uncharged sheet of
50 p thick FEP (fluorinated ethylene propylene) polymer
spacer. On top o f t h ~ sspacer is laid a sheet of 25 I-UJI.. thick
FEP polymer which is metalized in two halves only on its
bottom surface. Half of this FEP sheet is charged and the
adjacent 10 mm by 5 mm section remains uncharged. On the
comers of the FEP sheet, we placed 50 J.U.I-I tall segments of
polyurethane foam, providing an air gap above the charged
surface of the FEP film. On top of this is a 50 p thck
grounded aluminum plate.
The metalized side of the sheet over the charged portion
of the FEP connects to the inverting input of the amplifier
and the other metalized half of the sheet connects to the
noninverting input of the amplifier. This arrangement
provides impedance balance for the ampliiiy, which
maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio of the ampmer.
Both because the only external forces acting on the
controlled mass must be transmitted through the
accelerometer and because the internal modes of vibration of
the controlled mass have small amplitude, the measured
voltage will be a function of the movement of the controlled
mass. For frequencies well below resonance, the voltage will
be proportional to the acceleration of the mass.

Iv. THEORETICAL
PERFORM.4NCE

We assume that the dominant source of noise intrinsic to
the sensor system comes from the thermal excitation of
electrons in the material of the sensor and the integrated
amplifier. The mean square voltage contribution generated
by the thermal noise in a frequency interval df is given by
dV:

= 4kT Re{Z)df,

(1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, f is
the frequency and Z is the impedance of the sensor. If we
model the sensor by a parallel RC circuit, then the real part of
the impedance at angular fiquency w equals
Re{Z)= W(l

+ w2R2C2).

(2)

Substituting (2) into (1) and assuming an ideal square passband filter with low frequency limit 5 ( = 0.1 &) and highfrequency limit 4 ( = 100 &), we obtain
VN2= (2kT / nC) [tan-’(2nRCfI)-tan-’(2nRCfb)].

(3)

For our arrangement, (RC)FE~
= 1.8 lo5 s and C = 20.7 pF.
so VN=33 nV at 300 K.
The signal voltage V, is given to a very good
approximation by

v,= r ax/(EoE1),
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where is a geometrical factor, s2 is the thickness of the
s3 is the air gap (50 p),
SI is
chargedFEP sheet (25 p),
the thickness of the FEP spacer (50 p),x is the
acceleration-induced change in the thickness of the air gap, U
is the effective surface charge density of the electret, eo is the
permittivity of the vacuum, e, = e2 = 2.0 is the relative
permittivity of the FEP polymer, and e3 = 1.0 is the relative
permittivity of air. Because we can vary the modulus of
elasticity of the foam-air gap by varying the fraction of foam
which covers the surface, we determined the displacement by
setting the resonant frequency f at twice the highest
frequency which we wish to control: f, = 2 f = 200 Hz. For
our underdamped accelerometer system, the acceleration for f
I f is approximately 4 n2 6’ x. We obtain a +aretical
signal voltage of 41 p V for an acceleration of 1 x 10- m s - ~ .
The intrinsic signal-noise-ratio SNR, defined as 10 log
(VS’N;),is thus 61.7 dB for a 1 x 10’ m s-2 (s 1 pg)
acceleration at any ftequency high enough so that appreciable
charge does not leak off the FEP electrode through the
amplifier input resistance Ra (Ra =3 x 10” fl,RC = 11 s),
we assume a surface charge density value of lo3C m-2,which
has been reported to be sustainable in FEP.3
If we include the noise of the integrated amplifier VNa( VNa=
0.44 pV referred to the amplifier input), we o!tain
theoretical performance level of 39.4 dB for 1 x 1 0 m s‘
acceleration.

v.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

In order to determine the noise level, we assumed that the
charged FEP polymer did not produce significantly more
noise than the uncharged polymer. The polymer was
discharged by submerging it in warm soap water and then
dried without wiping the surface. This film was placed
inside the sensor and the signal appeanng on the oscilloscope
was attributed to the thermal noise. This method may
overestimate the noise level because of the difficulty of
avoiding all triboelectric charging of FEP film. With an
internal amplifier gain of 100, an RMS noise voltage of 0.1
mV was obtained in this way. This yielded a noise level of
1 pV over the entire 10 kHz frequency band of the sensor.
This result agrees well wifi12thecalculated noise value of the
) ) over a measured bandwidth of
accelerometer ((V: +
10 IrHz:0.9 pV.
The film was then charged in a 5 MeV m-’ field at 100 Mc.
The film was replaced in the sensor and placed on a
electromechanical shaker. Instead of foam inserts supporting
the top ground plate, the top plate was suspended above the
charged FEP polymer. This eliminated the complexity of the
mechanical resonance of the sensor. A Kistler 5g Piezotron
accelerometer was used for cahbrating the acceleration of the
shaker. The voltage output was then recorded as a function of
frequency. A large gap was necessary in order to avoid
contacting the front surface of the electrode during the
5ibration tests. The air gap s3 was approximately one
millimeter, with variations of as much as 50 pm resulting
from wrinkles in the FEP, which were produced during the
bonding of the FEP to the bottom electrodes. This geomeuy
gwes a theoretical value dVJds3 of 3.45 lo4 V/m for a a of
10” Urn2. The peak voltage V, was read from the
oscilloscope at a frequency b g h enough so that charg;
leakage was negligible. The peak variation in s3 is acc/o ,
where acc is the peak acceleration and o is the angular
frequency of the shaker.
Our measurements indicated a value of dVdds3 3.3’ times
hgher than given above, suggesting a a of 3.5 10- C/m2.
This value is h i g y than the quoted3 sustainable charge
density of 10- C/m . It was obtained on a fieshly charged
sample and decayed considerably withm the following days.
With our current chargmg apparatus, we are unable to
adequately stabilize the charge on the FEP sheet by heating
the material to the glass transition (190 “C) because, well
below the glass transition the tensile strength of the polymer
decreases to the point where it become impossible to pull the
FEP sheet through the electrodes.
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W. CURRENT WORK

We are experimenting with new ways of charging the Nm,
namely corona charging using the electron beam from a EOL
Model ISM6100 Scanning Microscope, and are measuring
the charge densities obtained.
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